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Quilter’s Creative Touch 4 is the top-of-the-
line automated quilting system. The ability 
to create, design, and quilt with absolute 
precision are right at your fingertips.

Based on our original software, 
QCT4 is now more powerful, yet 
easier to use than ever before.

 800–264–06441

Precision quilting at your fingertips

ouchQuilter’s Creative



Imagine an affordable, fully-featured 
computer automated quilting system in 
your own home!
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Quilter's Creative Touch 4 features a newly 
improved interface that's more powerful and 
easier to use. The whole software has been made 
to work with touch-screen tablets, offering the 
freedom to use it wherever you go, and have 
all the functionality right at the sewing machine 
where you need it most. 

Easy user-friendly design

 800–264–06443



Add affordable, computerized 
quilting to your own home 
sewing machine
(See page 31 for a list of compatible machines)
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Easily quilt your favorite patterns

A motor plate attached to the machine carriage accurately 
controls the motion of the sewing machine for precise pattern 
stitching. 

Let QCT4 do all the stitching for you and you'll get the perfect 
pattern, stitched exactly how you imagined it, every time!

You’ll love seeing your favorite patterns and designs 
professionally quilted all by your own sewing machine.

 800–264–06445



Quilt your masterpiece with ease, 
having all the power of the latest 
quilting technology right at your 
fingertips. Use your favorite patterns 
or design your own.

The software can be installed on any 
tablet with Windows 7, 8, or 10*, giving 
you the freedom to design your own 
patterns or layout your quilt anywhere 
you want.

Create your own designs

Even the most intricate and detailed patterns are 
stitched with the highest levels of quality with 
Quilter’s Creative Touch 4

*See page 28 for tablet requirements.
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Place a sewing area on your quilt with 
your machine. The screen will show your 
pattern in relation to your placement and 
how it will really appear as sewn!

Select from an extensive library of over 
200 patterns or design your own.

 800–264–06447

QCT4 makes quilting your patterns as easy as can be
Perfect Patterns In 3 Easy Steps

1. Select 2. Place



Quilter’s Creative Touch controls your 
sewing machine to accurately stitch your  
patterns, exactly as you placed them!
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3. Sew



QCT4 is a complete “flow-through” 
system for your entire quilting process. 
Everything including pattern creation, 
design, editing, pattern placement and 
quilting, is all contained in the same 
software without the need to switch 
to any other programs.
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All the most powerful quilting features,
all in one place

All-Inclusive Software



Powerful Features,
Powerfully Simple
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Pattern Library

The included pattern library contains 
over 200 patterns from which to 
choose. Already have a digital library 
of your favorite patterns? You can 
even open patterns downloaded or 
purchased from other sources!

Patterns can be organized into blocks, 
continuous line pantographs, triangles, 
borders, and more!

Blocks Triangles Continuous Line

 800–264–064411

Over 200 included 
patterns



Set your pattern on your quilt exactly how you want before 
having the machine quilt it for you. There are 7 different 
placement methods to choose from, so no matter the type 
or shape of your pattern, you’ll be able to place it just right!

As you set the pattern area with your machine, the screen 
shows exactly how it will appear when sewn! 

QCT4 makes it easy to adjust your pattern placement with 
simplified rotation, flipping and other placement controls. 

Precise
Placements
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Position your 
patterns with ease

Complete sizing and positioning control



 800–264–064413

Easily create continuous line 
patterns

Easiest Ever Pantographs



PantoStacker is the easiest way to create and edit pantographs. 
Create row after row of continuous line patterns that can be 
used to sew an entire quilt!

PantoStacker

The PantoStacker feature is as simple or advanced as you need. Getting a basic pantograph 
on the quilt can be as easy as select, place, and sew. Get maximum control of the patterns 
in your pantograph with features like rotating, mirroring, alternating, off-setting, and more. 
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Easily create the perfect pattern 
with PatternCAD. You can edit 
any patterns already saved on your 
system, or start completely from 
scratch. With PatternCAD, the 
only limit is your imagination. 

PatternCAD

 800–264–064415

The ultimate tool for easily designing 
your own patterns

Let’s Get Creative



You can record any free-motion 
quilted pattern to create a brand-
new pattern that’s all your own! 
After you’re done recording, you 
can always edit your new pattern 
in PatternCAD to fine-tune it just 
the way you want.

Make your favorite photos become your next 
favorite patterns! Import any photo or image into 
PatternCAD and trace a pattern from it to use on 
your quilt. 

RecordTrace Image
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Looking to get computerized quilting at an even more affordable 
price point?

QCT4 Beginnings is a budget-friendly automated system that 
offers all of the essential features of computerized quilting. Just 
like the full version of Quilter’s Creative Touch, the Beginnings 
tier lets you create your masterpieces in steps as simple as 
select, place, and sew. 

 800–264–064417

Discover your inner quilter
Quilter’s Creative Touch 4 Beginnings



The Beginnings tier is the perfect introduction to 
computer automated quilting. Select patterns from 
the included library, and easily place them on your 
quilt for sewing. If you ever decide to take the next 
step and start designing your own patterns, an 
upgrade option to the fully featured QCT4 standard 
tier is available.

See page 27 for a feature comparison of all the 
different QCT4 tiers.

Beginnings
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Quilter’s Creative
ouch

Purchasing QCT4 Card Access takes 
your quilting to a whole new level, 
with new exclusive creation tools 
and features. Get advanced control 
over pantographs, borders and 
corners, font stitching, and more!

All Silver or Gold Card Access 
holders also receive premium extras 
and benefits like exclusive patterns 
and more!

Gain access to everything Quilter’s Creative Touch 
4 has to offer by purchasing Card Access. Think 
of Card Access as a key that unlocks additional 
benefits and powerful features beyond the 
standard QCT4 or QCT4 Beginnings tiers.

*Note: In order to activate Gold, you 
must already own QCT4 Standard.

*Note: In order to activate Silver, you 
must already own QCT4 Beginnings.

 800–264–064419

Get the most out of QCT4 with Card Access™
Unlock the full quilting potential



Some New Features With 
Gold Access

Borders

Virtual Longarm

Fonts StitcherPurchase of a QCT4 Gold Card unlocks all of the Card 
Access benefits for one year after time of activation. 
Purchasing and activating another Gold card at any 
time will add an additional year to the time of your 
Gold Card Access.

If your time of Card Access expires, you will lose 
access to Gold-Only features and benefits until you 
activate a new Gold Access Card.

See page 27 for a feature comparison of all the 
different QCT4 tiers.

Plus gain immediate access to 
software upgrades as soon as 

they are released!

Card Access Benefits
Access to special patterns only available to Card 
Access holders.

QCT Card Access newsletter for occasional 
promotions, discounts, and all the latest QCT 
news and deals.

(Gold Only): Continued access to any and every 
new feature and any software upgrades and 
updates. 
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 800–264–064423

Frame your quilt like the 
masterpiece it is!
Borders and Corners™ feature



Borders

With the Borders and Corners feature, 
creating a beautiful border is as easy  
as a few clicks!

Customize your borders by mixing and 
matching different patterns for the 
center, border-fill, and corners. 

You can fine-tune your borders by 
mirroring or changing the direction of 
the border patterns. Resize or rotate 
the corners, and choose how each 
pattern connects to the next. 
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Borders and Corners™

Different Corner Styles Available

21 3 4



Now you can quilt those bigger, out-of-reach patterns, no matter 
what the throat size of your sewing machine is! Virtual Longarm™ 
will take your oversized pattern, and split it up into quiltable zones 
based on your machine’s throat size. 

Virtual Longarm

7”

21”
 800–264–064425

Any sized pattern, with 
any sized machine

Extend your reach



Font Stitcher

Use any fonts installed on your system 
to add text to your patterns. Simply 
pick a font, type what you wish to say, 
and you’ll have an amazing message 
ready to go on your quilt!

Fonts Stitcher
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Feature: Beginnings STANDARD

Computer automated quilting ● ●
Library of over 200 patterns ● ●

Easy pattern sizing, rotating, & flipping ● ●
Continuous rows with Panto Stacker™ ● (Limited) ● (Regular)

Open patterns of different file types ● ●
Advanced Pattern Placements ●

Marking Tool* ●
Batch import & convert other file types ●
Export pattern to a different file type ●

Print any pattern or pantograph ●
Create & edit patterns with PatternCAD™ ●

Design entire quilt layouts with QuiltCAD™ ●
Record free-motion quilting as patterns ●

Features with  Card Access

Borders and Corners™ ●

Virtual Longarm™ ●

Font Stitcher™ ●

Card Access Benefits ●

 800–264–064427

Compare the different QCT4 product tiers 
Feature Comparison

 * Capture points on fabric and see them on the screen



Quilter’s Creative Touch 4 shows its true power when on a Windows tablet. 
The software will also work with any Windows home PC or laptop that meets 
the system requirements, but it has been specifically designed for touch 
screens and to be used right at your sewing machine.

When deciding if your Windows tablet will work with Quilter’s Creative Touch 
4, the following table has some suggestions to keep in mind.

Compatible Tablet Suggestions
QCT4 will work on tablets running Windows 7, 8, or 10 or 
higher. It will not work with Windows RT.

Your tablet should have a free full-size USB port to plug into, 
even when your tablet is charging.

The included tablet mount will hold tablets with screen sizes 
from 10 to 12 inches.

It is recommended that your tablet has 64GB of total 
hard drive space or more, with 2GB available for software 
installation, and 2GB of RAM or more.

You must have a 1.66GHz processor or higher.
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Using Your Own Windows Tablet®



If you already own an older version of 
Quilter's Creative Touch or QuiltMotion, 
there is an easy way to upgrade to the latest 
version of Quilter's Creative Touch 4. Take 
the step up to the latest, most powerful, 
most user-friendly version of our automated 
quilting software now!

Upgrade from 
QuiltMotion

 800–264–064429

Stepping up from a different software version
Upgrade to Quilter's Creative Touch 4



Upgrade from Upgrade from original Upgrade from 

Beginnings

Upgrade to a touch-screen tablet 
mounted right on your machine! 
Get all the new software features 
right at your fingertips.

Going from original QCT to the 
new QCT4 is a simple process of 
upgrading your software through 
the help menus.

Upgrading from QCT4 Beginnings 
to QCT4 Standard adds many new 
features like pattern creation and 
editing, as well as  adding complete 
control of your quilting process.

• Purchase an upgrade kit, containing 
extra hardware in addition to the 
software.

• A Windows tablet is not provided. 
See page 28 for tablet 
requirements.

• Free software upgrade.

• Begin the upgrade process right 
from the help menu in your 
Quilter's Creative Touch software

• Purchase an upgrade package, 
containing the new software on a 
USB drive.

• Unlock new features, including 
power to create and edit your own 
patterns.

Call for pricing FREE Call for pricing

Upgrade Paths To QCT4
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QCT4 is designed to work with a large number of common quilting machines 
and quilting frames. It is compatible with domestic machines (short-arms), 
longarms, and mid-arms like the Grace Company Q’nique Quilter.

*Branded versions available. Functionality might vary by brand. Contact your machine dealer or call the Grace Company for details.

APQS*
(Quilt Path)

• Freedom

• Lenni

• Lucy

• Millennium

Baby Lock*
• Quilter’s Choice Pro 

(BLQP)

• Jewel

• Crown Jewel

• Crown Jewel II

• Crown Jewel III

Bernina
• Aurora Series

• Artista 6/7 Series

• Bernina 820

• Bernina 830

Block RockiT
• Block RockiT 14+

• Block RockiT 
Titan 21

Brother*
(Dream Motion)

• 1500 S

• VQ 2400

• DQ 1500

Elna
• 7100

• 7200

• 7300

See Dealer for 
other machine 
compatibility

Janome
• 1600 (all versions

• 6500

• 6600

• Artistic Quilter 18

• Artistic Quilter 18-8DX

• Artistic Quilter 26

• Artistic Quilter 26DX

Juki*
• 98Q

• 98QE

• 2000 Qi

• 2010 Q

• 2200

Nolting*
(Quiltmagine)

• Fun Quilter 17

• Fun Quilter 20

• Pro Series 20

• Pro Series 24

Pfaff
• Grand Quilter

• Grand Quilter 18-8

Q’nique
• Q’nique 14+

Viking
• Mega Quilter

• Mega Quilter 18-8

See Dealer for 
other machine 
compatibility

Machine Compatibility

 800–264–064431

Incredibly Compatible



Quilter’s Creative Touch 4 is compatible with all of the current Grace Company quilting 
frames and most of the past Grace quilting frames. It is important that you specify which 
frame and sewing machine you plan on using when you order your QCT4.

*The GMQ-Pro, Little Gracie II, and Bernina 
must have the latest carriage to be compatible.

Frame Compatibility

GQ Frame Q’nique Frame Gracie King Gracie Queen SR-2 Frame

Majestic Pinnacle GMQ-Pro* Little Gracie II* Other Compatible Frames

• Bernina Frame*

• Pfaff iQuilt

• Tin Lizzie Phoenix

• Janome Artistic
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Included:
• QCT4 software 

(with help files)

• Motor plate

• Tablet mount

• Belts

• All necessary hardware

• Screen cleaning cloth

• Tablet stylus

• USB cables

• Surge protector

• Quick install guide

• Cable taming kit

 800–264–064433

Included in every QCT4 package
What’s Included



Internet connectivity and software registration are necessary for initial 
software activation and card access benefits.

• GPF

• DXF

• CMD

• CQP

• CSV

• HQF

• QLI

• TAP

• TXT

• XY

• Qdata

• SSD

File Types
Already have your own collection of digital patterns? All QCT4 tiers can open 
the following file types. The QCT4 Standard and Gold tiers can also export files 
into any of these file types.

Minimum System Requirements

34 graceframe.com

Specs & System Requirements

• PC or tablet with a 1.2GHz or 
higher processor

• Windows 10, 8, or 7

• Full-sized USB port

• 1 GB of RAM

• 2 GB of free hard-disk space

• Display resolution of 1024x768 
or greater



P.O. Box 27823
Salt Lake City, Utah 84127

800-264-0644
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ouchQuilter’s Creative
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